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We present here a simple and novel proposal for the modulation and rhythm of ice-ages and interglacials
during the late Pleistocene. While the standard Milankovitch-precession theory fails to explain the long
intervals between interglacials, these can be accounted for by a novel forcing and feedback system
involving CO2, dust and albedo. During the glacial period, the high albedo of the northern ice sheets
drives down global temperatures and CO2 concentrations, despite subsequent precessional forcing
maxima. Over the following millennia more CO2 is sequestered in the oceans and atmospheric con-
centrations eventually reach a critical minima of about 200 ppm, which combined with arid conditions,
causes a die-back of temperate and boreal forests and grasslands, especially at high altitude. The ensuing
soil erosion generates dust storms, resulting in increased dust deposition and lower albedo on the
northern ice sheets. As northern hemisphere insolation increases during the next Milankovitch cycle, the
dust-laden ice-sheets absorb considerably more insolation and undergo rapid melting, which forces the
climate into an interglacial period. The proposed mechanism is simple, robust, and comprehensive in its
scope, and its key elements are well supported by empirical evidence.

� 2016, China University of Geosciences (Beijing) and Peking University. Production and hosting by
Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Since the discovery of ice-age cycles almost two centuries ago, a
large amount of geological evidence has been assembled from a
variety of sources, and many different hypotheses have been
advanced to account for their approximate 100 kyr periodicity and
asymmetric, saw-tooth temperature response. Improved calcula-
tions of Milankovitch insolation cycles and greater precision of
Antarctic ice-core records demonstrate that each major deglacia-
tion coincides with maximum summer insolation in the northern
hemisphere. And yet many of the other insolation maxima only
trigger minor warming events, and so interglacials only occur after
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four or five insolation cycles. No generally accepted explanation
exists for this peculiar intermittent climate response, and any
comprehensive explanation for ice-age modulation and periodicity
has to be able to explain this anomaly.

The answer to this conundrum can be found in a novel rean-
alysis of the effects of decreasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations
during an ice-age. Ice age CO2 reductions coincide with an increase
in ice sheet extent and therefore an increase in global albedo, and
this should result in further cooling of the climate. But what actu-
ally happens is that when CO2 reaches a minimum and albedo
reaches amaximum, theworld rapidly warms into an interglacial. A
similar effect can be seen at the peak of an interglacial, where high
CO2 and low albedo results in cooling. This counterintuitive
response of the climate system also remains unexplained, and so a
hitherto unaccounted for agent must exist that is strong enough to
counter and reverse the classical feedback mechanisms.

The answer to both of these conundrums lies in glacial dust,
which was deposited upon the ice sheets towards the end of each
glacial maximum. Previous research has considered two effects of
this aeolian dust on the glacial climate: the increased albedo of
atmospheric dust cooling the climate, and the mineral fertilization
of marine life reducing atmospheric CO2. But both of these effects
would result in a cooling feedback, and therefore provide no
ction and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-
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explanation for the interglacial warming that appears to result from
dust deposition. In great contrast to these explanations it is pro-
posed here that during the glacial maximum, CO2 depletion starves
terrestrial plant life of a vital nutrient and causes a die-back of
upland forests and savannahs, resulting in widespread desertifi-
cation and soil erosion. The resulting dust storms deposit large
amounts of dust upon the ice sheets and thereby reduce their al-
bedo, allowing a much greater absorption of insolation. Up to
180 W/m2 of increased absorption can be provided to the northern
ice sheets, when calculated seasonally and regionally instead of
annually and globally.

This dramatic increase in insolation and absorption results in
melting and dissipation of the northern ice sheets, and the estab-
lishment of a short interglacial period. Ice ages are therefore forced
by orbital cycles and Milankovitch insolation, but regulated by ice-
albedo and dust-albedo feedbacks. And the warming effects of
dust-ice albedo are counterintuitively caused by a reduction in
global temperatures and a corresponding reduction in CO2 con-
centrations. And while this proposal represents a reversal of con-
ventional thinking it does explain each and every facet of the glacial
cycle, and all of the many underlying mechanisms that control its
periodicity and temperature excursions and limitations.

2. Orbital forcing of ice-ages and interglacials

2.1. Late Pleistocene climatic cycles

The graph of ice-age temperature vs. CO2 in Fig. 1 demonstrates
that glacial cycles over the last 800 kyr display a quasi-100 kyr cycle
that superficially mimics the Earth’s approximately 100 kyr orbital
eccentricity. To be more precise, recent ice-age cycles are either
w90 kyr or w115 kyr in length, and this is a fundamentally
important distinction as will be explained later. The precise agent,
periodicity, and mechanism through which these late Pleistocene
ice-ages have been modulated remains a contentious issue, and so
the IPCC’s 2014 AR5 report says of this scientific lacuna:

Orbital forcing is considered the pacemaker of transitions between
glacials and interglacials (high confidence), although there is still
no consensus on exactly how the different physical processes
influenced by insolation changes interact to influence ice sheet
volume. (IPCC AR5 5.2.1.1. See also AR4 B6.1, FAQ 6.1)

It will be demonstrated shortly that the primary orbital cycle
controlling paleoclimate over the last 800 kyr is precession,
because the variations in regional insolation generated by this
Figure 1. Antarctic temperature vs. CO2 over 800 kyr from the Epica3 ice core. Note that CO2

the primary causal feedback factor. Source: Epica3, 2007.
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orbital cycle are demonstrably linked to interglacial warming. Yet
this common assumption, which has been endorsed yet not fully
explained by the IPCC, is by no means universally accepted.
Huybers invoked axial obliquity as the controlling cycle (Huybers,
2006); Kirkby suggested cosmic ray flux (Kirkby et al., 2004);
Muller championed orbital inclination (Muller and MacDonald,
1997); Lisiecki pointed towards an ‘internally driven climate
oscillation phase locked to eccentricity’ (Lisiecki, 2010); while Liu
introduced a ‘pulse modulation’ to the precessional cycle (Liu,
1998).

Because of these many competing theories, a short explanation
of the precessional cycle and its effects on climate is required. And
there is an obvious and frequently highlighted problem with
invoking the precessionary cycle for glacial modulation, and that is
the curious issue of the missing cycles in the climatic record. This
has been a major stumbling block in all paleoclimatic research,
because the reason for the climate displaying a selective response
to orbital forcings has never been adequately explained. However,
the missing precessionary cycle problem forms the very foundation
of this thesis and so it will be comprehensively and conclusively
accounted for.

2.2. Orbital cycles and forcing

There are three main orbital cycles that influence and regulate
the intensity of terrestrial insolation in the high latitudes, and these
are obliquity, eccentricity and precession. Although each of these
cycles has a unique effect, it is the complex interplay between these
orbital cycles that provides the insolation forcing for each ice age
cycle:

Precession:

Precession describes the rotational motion of the Earth’s axial
orientation. Axial precession has a roughly 25.7 kyr cycle, and it was
known to the ancient Egyptians, Greeks and Chinese as the Great
Year (Yoke, 1985; Campion and Dally, 1997). And its comparison to
an annual year is quite valid, because the Celestial Great Year
combines with orbital eccentricity to produce warm and cool sea-
sons in each hemisphere. However, apsidal precession reduces the
approximate 25.7 kyr Celestial Great Year down to an approximate
23 kyr cycle, which will be called herein the ‘Seasonal Great Year’
(SGY). So each Great Season of this Seasonal Great Year is approx-
imately 5700 years long, and this is a significant periodicity because
most of the interglacial warming events last about 5000 years.
concentrations follow global temperatures very closely, giving the illusion of CO2 being
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These are average figures as the SGY has ranged from 15 kyr to
27 kyr over the last 400 kyr (Laskar et al., 2004), a variable cycle
that is likely to generate confusion if specific numbers or averaged
lengths of precessional cycles are assumed to be controlling the
interglacial cycle.

Eccentricity:

Eccentricity describes the ellipticity of the Earth’s orbit, which
varies from a near-circular 0.002 to a maximum of 0.050 (IPCC AR4
B6.1). On its own eccentricity has no direct forcing potential what-
soever, providing just 0.4 W/m2 of increased insolation over its
entire 90e100 kyr cycle. And yet eccentricity does play a role in
interglacial modulation because orbital eccentricity increases the
potencyof the SGY, resulting inperiods of enhanced SGYs that follow
the eccentricity cycle. This effect is clearly demonstrated Fig. 2,
where northern Great Summers over 510 W/m2 at midsummer
(orange plot) have been banded with orange shading, and these
enhanced SGYs clearly cluster together around the high eccentricity
peaks (blue plot). And since these clusters of enhanced Great Sum-
mers can provide up to an extra 110W/m2 to the northern latitudes
during each annual midsummer, it is not so surprising that they all
line up with interglacial warming and the subsequent ice-age cycle,
as depicted here by the red plot. And so the ghost of eccentricity can
still be seen within the ice-age cycle, because it is eccentricity that
dictates the strength of the Great Summer.

Obliquity:

Obliquity describes the angle of the Earth’s axial inclination,
which varies from 22.1� to 24.5� over an approximate 41 kyr cycle.
The obliquity cycle can vary the insolation received in high north-
ern latitudes by up to 25 W/m2, or about a quarter of the variation
normally produced by the precessionary cycle. However, during
periods of low eccentricity when the SGY has very weak seasons,
like 400 kyr ago in Fig. 2, obliquity can play a significant role in high
Figure 2. An illustration of why ice-ages follow the Earth’s orbital eccentricity. Eccentricity-e
and these clusters of shaded Great Summers are closely correlated with the ice-age cycle.
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latitude insolation and warming. This is why the insolation peak
340 kyr ago is greater than the peak 320 kyr ago, even though the
latter had a greater precessionary index amplitude, because the
former was in phase with the obliquity maximum while the latter
was out of phase. Likewise, up to 40% of the increase in insolation
for the interglacial periods 430 kyr ago and 15 kyr agowas provided
by obliquity rather than precession, and so these interglacials were
only successful because of obliquity assistance.

When acting in concert, these three orbital cycles are capable of
substantially varying high latitude terrestrial insolation, a cyclical
oscillation known as the Milankovitch Cycle after the Serbian
astronomer who made the first calculations. The upper orange plot
in Fig. 2 shows the variation in terrestrial Milankovitch insolation at
65�N over the last 450 kyr, with the peaks and troughs denoting
Great Summers and Great Winters respectively. So although this
plot is primarily following the precessionary SGY, its strength and
effectiveness have been modulated by both obliquity and eccen-
tricity. This is why researchers have sometimes seen the influence
of obliquity or eccentricity within interglacial periodicity, because
their effects can become apparent on some occasions.

While the precessional SGY will be shown to have been the
primary forcing agent regulating ice ages since the Mid-Pleistocene
Transition (MPT) 800 kyr ago, obliquity was dominant prior to this
time. So while all three of these orbital cycles act in concert to
modulate insolation at high latitudes, the resulting periodicity of
ice ages and interglacials must also be regulated by terrestrial
feedback factors. According to Laskar’s orbital data, Milankovitch
insolation strengths and periodicity have not changed significantly
for millions of years (Laskar et al., 2004). And so if solar TSI is
assumed to have been constant during the Pleistocene era, the
noticeable shift from obliquity to precessional ice age modulation
must have been triggered by changes in terrestrial feedback factors.
The reason for this abrupt change lies beyond the scope of this
paper, but its conclusionsmight suggest that theMPTand themany
sudden D-O warming events were caused by changes in NH ice-
sheets and their albedo. This will be the subject of a later paper.
nhanced precessional Great Summers over 510 W/m2 are marked with orange shading,
Source: Laskar et al., 2004 orbital data. Epica3 Antarctic temperature data.
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Table 1
Seasonal Great Year cycle lengths vs. ice-age duration. The upper row represents the
last ice-age, while subsequent rows progress back through previous glacial cycles.

SGY lengths (kyr) Cluster length (kyr) Ice-age duration (kyr)

23, 21, 26, 22, 25 117 117
23, 22, 23, 24, 23 115 115
21, 21, 27, 22 91 90
16, 22, 15, 17, 22 92 90
25, 20, 22, 17, 21 105 99

Ice ages are measured between glacial terminations. Source Laskar et al., 2004,
Epica3. SGY lengths are measured between maximum insolation peaks. Left to
right ¼ older to younger.
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2.3. Great Year modulation and clusters

The shaded bands in Fig. 2 demonstrate that the glacial cycle is
coincident with clusters of precessional SGYs, and the last five
clusters are presented in tabular form in Table 1. Each cluster in
Table 1 contains four or five SGYs, guided by the ghost of eccen-
tricity, and these clusters match with the temperature records in
both Figs. 1 and 2.

This is confirmed by Fig. 3, which plots SGY Milankovitch inso-
lation at 65�N (blue) vs. Antarctic temperatures (red). The five
interglacial warmings and most of the minor warming events
depicted here closely follow the insolation maximums, which
represent theGreat Summer season in thenorthernhemisphere.And
so the primary astronomical metronome for late Pleistocene inter-
glacial initiation involves a selective response to the SGY. Note that
increasing temperatures never follow Great Summers in the south-
ern hemisphere, represented here by the troughs in the insolation
line. The likely reason is the northern hemisphere contains the great
landmasses and the great ice-age ice sheets, which implies that
landmasses and their attendant ice sheets aremuchmore important
than openoceans in interglacial initiation andpropagation. And from
this simple observation we might also propose that the primary
forcingand feedback for interglacialmodulation is likely tobealbedo.

3. CO2 and Albedo feedback mechanisms

3.1. The missing interglacial problem

The problem with invoking precessional Great Summers as the
agent of interglacial warming, is that not all Great Summers have an
effect, and so there must be another factor involved in ice-age
modulation. In Fig. 2 the start of an enhanced cluster of Great
Figure 3. Graph of Milankovitch insolation at 65�N (blue) vs. Antarctic temperature (red). Th
represent northern hemisphere Great Summer seasons, and the insolation troughs represent
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Summers is always associated with the start of an interglacial
period, presumably because the increased annual summer insola-
tion over the full length of the 5700 year Great Summer provides an
enormous amount of additional insolation directly to the northern
ice sheets. In Fig. 3 the Holstein interglacial 340 kyr ago resulted in
nearly 12 �C of warming, as measured in Antarctica, in about 5000
years. Yet the climate then cooled back into an ice-age, even though
subsequent eccentricity-enhanced Great Summers in this cluster
were equally strong as the first. So why did subsequent Great
Summers not produce the same warming response? The strong
Great Summer 170 kyr ago, for instance, failed to produce any
warming response whatsoever.

The answer to this selective response must lie within the tem-
perature feedback system. The primary feedback involved in
modern terrestrial temperature feedbacks is said to be CO2 (plus
H2O), and so it is assumed that CO2 must also be closely involved in
the interglacial warming process (Hansen et al., 2012). But there is a
problem with this suggestion, because high CO2 concentrations
during an interglacial always result in cooling while low CO2 con-
centrations during a glacial maximum always result in warming, as
can be seen in Fig. 1. But if CO2 was the primary feedback mecha-
nism regulating glacial temperature responses, this is unlikely to
happen in this fashion.
3.2. Albedo and CO2 feedback strength

Hansen determined that between the LGM CO2 concentration of
180 ppm and the pre-industrial concentration of 280 ppm, the extra
feedback provided by CO2 was about 2.25W/m2, which increases to
about 3 W/m2 when other factors are included (Hansen et al., 2012,
Fig. 5c & p9). The IPCC data gives a similar figure of 2.8 W/m2 for all
greenhouse gases, but neither of these values include water vapour
feedbacks (IPCC AR4 6.4.1.2, AR5 box 8.1 and Table 9.5). But since
interglacial warming events average about 5000 years this repre-
sents just 0.006 W/m2 per decade of additional feedbacks and
warming, which is about a third of the energy required to power a
honey bee in flight (Roberts and Elekonich, 2005).

The strength of the albedo feedback was calculated as being in
the same range, or about 3 W/m2 over the full interglacial cycle
(Hansen et al., 2012, Fig. 5c and p12). This figure was derived by
equating albedo with sea levels, and therefore with ice extent,
which spreads the albedo effect out across the entire globe in a
similar fashion to the calculation for CO2. But this is likely to be an
erroneous procedure. In the modern decadal world, the annual
e graph plots the last 21 precessional Seasonal Great Years inW/m2. The insolation peaks
northern hemisphere Great Winter seasons. Sources: Laskar et al., 2004; Epica3, 2007.
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melting of snow and ice in Canada is caused by summer insolation
and temperature increases in North America, rather than the
ambient temperature in Argentina. Similarly, in the millennial ice-
age world the warming of the northern ice sheets is likely to be a
local and regional phenomena in the northern hemisphere during a
Great Summer. As Fig. 3 clearly demonstrates, interglacials are only
ever triggered by Great Summer insolation increases in the
northern hemisphere and never by increases in insolation during
the southern Great Summer, so why spread the influence of albedo
across the entire globe?

In great contrast to the global averaging by Hansen, the regional
influence of albedo absorption is very strong. Fig. 3 shows that
annual midsummer insolation at 65�N during a Great Winter av-
erages 450 W/m2, and if 20% is deleted for cloud albedo then
360 W/m2 of that insolation reaches the ground. But the snow
covered higher latitudesmight have an albedo of 0.90, whichwould
mean that only 36 W/m2 is being absorbed (Warren, 1984; Warren
et al., 2009; Svensson et al., 2000, 2015). During a Great Summer
the northern high latitude insolation rises to about 540 W/m2, and
the net insolation after cloud albedo is about 430W/m2, resulting in
43 W/m2 absorption. So the change in high latitude insolation and
absorption between the GreatWinter and Great Summer is likely to
be as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 demonstrates that the increase in insolation absorption
between a Great Winter and Great Summer on reasonably clean ice
sheets is only 7 W/m2. This increase in insolation is not very sig-
nificant, which is why some Great Summers only produce a small
temperature response while others are ignored completely by the
climate system. In order to generate a successful interglacial the
increased insolation from a Great Summer needs to be enhanced,
and the likely mechanism for this is dust contamination.

3.3. Reason for feedback limits

Another unexplained facet of the glacial cycle is the similar
maximum interglacial temperatures, no matter how intense the
Great Summer insolation. All the maximum interglacial tempera-
tures in Fig. 3 are within 3 �C of each other, and since tropical
temperature increases were about a third of polar increases, these
interglacial periods must have all peaked within 1 �C of each other.
So it would appear that there is another factor involved, which
capable of regulating global temperatures to a set maximum during
interglacials.

If CO2 represented the primary feedback system during an
interglacial, then the large rise in CO2 concentrations could well
produce a ‘runaway greenhouse effect’, a possibility that has been
mentioned by many scientists including James Hansen (Hansen
et al., 2011; Goldblatt, 2012; Goldblatt et al., 2014). And yet over
the last five cycles, high CO2 concentrations have resulted in global
temperatures stabilising at about the same value, no matter how
strong the Great Summer insolation. And this is despite CO2 at the
interglacial concentration of 280 ppm still having plenty of
Table 2
Difference in insolation and absorption during the Great Summer and Great
Winter.

Great Winter (annual midsummer)
Upper atmosphere insolation 450 W/m2

Ice sheet insolation (less cloud) 360 W/m2

Ice sheet absorption 0.90 albedo 36 W/m2

Great Summer (annual midsummer)
Upper atmosphere insolation 540 W/m2

Ice sheet insolation (less cloud) 430 W/m2

Ice sheet absorption 0.90 albedo 43 W/m2

Absorption increase due Grt Summer 7 W/m2

Please cite this article in press as: Ellis, R., Palmer, M., Modulation of ice
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feedback potential left in it. However, in great contrast, an albedo
feedback system driven by changes in polar ice extent will inevi-
tably result in a maximum temperature limit, which is reached
when the majority of the ice-sheets have melted and there are no
further significant changes in ice-albedo to cause further feed-
backs. And this is perhaps further evidence that the primary
feedback in interglacial modulation is actually albedo, rather than
CO2.

4. Effects of dust on albedo

4.1. Strength and sign of dust feedbacks

Table 1 demonstrated that glacial cycles comprise four or five
SGYs, while Table 2 shows that the increased insolation from a
Great Summer may be insufficient to cause an interglacial, due to
albedo reflections. Which is probably why the Great Summer sea-
son 170 kyr ago produced no appreciable warming, despite the
80 W/m2 increase in NH insolation. Clearly, there must be another
factor influencing and modulating interglacial warming periods.
Many suggestions have been made to account for this selective
response to orbital forcing, including ice-sheet depression of the
lithosphere warming the ice sheets (Abe-Ouchi et al., 2013); a
brine-induced stratification of the oceans storing CO2 (Bouttes
et al., 2010, 2012); increasing CO2 concentrations combined with
lowering ice-sheet albedo caused by terminal moraine dust
(Ganopolski et al., 2010; Ganopolski and Calov, 2011); and a 500 m
rise in the Himalaya triggering the post-MPT ice-age era (Kuhle,
1988). Yet the great disparity between these many competing
theories highlights the uncertainty that still exists, regarding the
true causes of ice-age modulation.

The simple solution is dust. And although dust has been
mentioned previously as a feedback agent, notably by Ganopolski,
Mahowald and Krinner, it has never been used as a comprehensive
solution to the selective orbital cycle problem, and nor have the
causes of this dust been fully explored and explained (Mahowald et
al., 1999, 2006; Krinner et al., 2006; Ganopolski and Calov, 2011).
The IPCC also suggests that dust played a role in paleoclimate
feedbacks, but their small allowance for ice albedo reductions is
said to be countered by the increased albedo of dust in the atmo-
sphere. The 2007 AR4 report says of this aeolian dust:

The effects of atmospheric dust content and vegetation changes
give an additional 1 �C to 2 �C of global cooling, although scientific
understanding of these effects is very low. (IPCC AR4 6.4.1.3. See
also their Fig. 6.5.)

So the IPCC has identified dust as a net weak cooling mech-
anism, when it is probably a very strong warming agent. The
IPCC’s AR4 Fig. 6.5 gives a feedback value of �1.5 W/m2 for dust
during the LGM, due to aeolian dust reducing insolation. This was
revised in AR5 to a best estimate of �1.0 W/m2, while Lambert
derived an even larger figure of �3 to �6 W/m2 (Lambert et al.,
2013). But what does not appear to be fully accounted for in
these various reports, is the reduction in albedo and the poten-
tially substantial increase in local insolation absorption that this
same atmospheric dust can generate when it finally settles upon
fresh snow and ice.

Table 2 demonstrated that the difference between Great
Winter and Great Summer insolation absorption at 65�N is only
about 7 W/m2, which is not very significant. Which is why the
climate continues to cool from the peak temperatures of an
interglacial even during clusters of strong Great Summers,
because the increased insolation cannot get any leverage on the
reflective ice. What a Great Summer requires, in order to be
successful and produce a full interglacial, is a layer of dust and
ages via precession and dust-albedo feedbacks, Geoscience Frontiers
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dirt on the ice-sheets to reduce their albedo. Surprisingly, this is
exactly what happened. As can be seen in Fig. 4, every interglacial
warming period over the last 800 kyr was preceded by several
thousand years of dust storms.
4.2. Albedo reductions by ppm of dust

Fig. 4 demonstrates a close correlation between dust deposition
on Antarctic ice sheets and low temperatures during every glacial
maximum. The Greenland ice cores show even greater dust depo-
sition before the Holocene interglacial, which demonstrates that
these dust eras were global in extent and proportional to proximity
with large landmasses. This increase in dust is often thought to be
related to a drier glacial climate causing desertification, but a
different agent will be invoked shortly. It is significant that peak
dust is reached just before temperatures begin to rise during an
interglacial, and it is highly likely that this relationship is causal,
because the dust is settling on the northern ice sheets and reducing
their albedo. But the temperature reaction to dust is not immediate,
because the deposition rate is insufficient, and so during this long
deposition stage the increasing depth of dust layers is acting as a
latent feedback agent. What is required to start the interglacial
warming, in addition to dust, is the extra insolation provided by a
Great Summer. And as the rapid interglacial temperature increase
130 kyr ago in Fig. 3 demonstrates, as soon as the Great Summer
arrives the warming begins.
Figure 4. Dust concentrations in ppm vs. temperature for the last 800 kyr, from the Epica3
occurs just before each interglacial warming. Source: Epica3, 2007.
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Levels of dust within Antarctic ice cores are small, averaging
just 0.8 ppm at peak dustiness, but the effects of low levels of
dust have been demonstrated to be significant. Experiments were
carried out in Finland by Svensson and in Siberia by Warren using
manmade snow with known quantities of soot impurities, and
the albedo response of the snow graphed in Fig. 5a and b was
surprisingly large (Warren et al., 2009; Svensson et al., 2015).
These graphs show that 1 ppm of soot impurities can reduce
albedo from an average 0.90 down to 0.77, while increasing the
contaminants to 10 ppm can result in a decrease down to just
0.45 albedo, which are significant reductions. Note that the angle
of elevation of the Sun, the size of the snow grains, and any initial
contaminants can make a significant difference to the effective
albedo of fresh snow, which is why there is a difference between
the initial albedo values in these graphs. Svensson and Warren
say of their results:

A clear effect on albedo and snow melt was visible when soot
concentrations of 1 ppmwere used, whereas it was more difficult to
attribute the soot’s effect when lower concentrations of 0.1 ppm
were used. (Svensson et al., 2015)

Very small ppm amounts of soil dust in snow can significantly
reduce snow albedo and thereby effect the snow surface energy
budget. (Warren et al., 2009)

A reduction from 0.9 to 0.77 albedo on the northern ice sheets
would result in a significant increase in insolation absorption across
ice core. Shaded bands highlight dust >0.35 ppm. Note that increased dust deposition
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Figure 5. Outdoor albedo testing using manmade snow with known soot contaminant levels. (a) The wavelength of the incoming light is on the x-axis, the visible spectrum being
from about 0.4 to 0.7 mm. The difference between clean snow and 1.2 ppm of soot is about 13% (Warren et al., 2009). (b) The blue and red shading represents model simulations, and
the data-points are by experimentation. The difference between clean snow and 1.0 ppm soot is about 13% which equates well with Warren’s results (Svensson et al., 2015).
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the northern hemisphere, while the reduction down to 0.45 allows
the ice-sheets to approach the albedo levels of dry sand. However,
both these experiments were conducted with soot particles and
Warren reports that soot is 50� more effective than dust at
generating albedo reductions. But this reduction in dust effective-
ness is countered by Greenland receiving up to 10� the dust con-
centrations of Antarctica (8.0 ppm at Ngrip vs. 0.8 ppm at Epica3)
(Ruth et al., 2007). And we might also speculate that the levels of
dust deposited at the lower latitudes of the Laurentide and Asian
ice sheets, closer to the sources of the dust, might contain 3�more
dust than the samples in the Ngrip ice corewhich is located at 75�N.
This is a conservative estimate as Mahowald’s model simulations
indicated ten times more dust deposition over the Laurentide ice
sheet near the Great Lakes, than on central Greenland during the
LGM (Mahowald, 1999; plate 5b). In which case, the total dust
contamination on the southern portions of the northern ice sheets
might be about 25 ppm, and have an effective soot-equivalence of
0.5 ppm, and so the equivalent albedo would reduce from 0.90 to
about 0.85.
Figure 6. (a) A region of ablated glacial ice on the Greenland ice sheet, demonstrating that
Photo: Stephen Warren. (b) The author standing on the very center Baltoro Glacier in the H
are quite high, even in October at 5500 m altitude, leaving a rocky ice-free surface.
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4.3. Concentration of surface dust

While a 6% drop in albedo is insufficient to cause an immediate
warming of the northern ice sheets and a global temperature
response, as Fig. 4 clearly demonstrates, a limited regional warming
event would increase the concentration of surface dust consider-
ably as each year-layer of ice was melted or ablated. Warren
confirmed in his paper that: ‘impurities tend to collect on the surface
rather than washing away with the meltwater’ (Warren, 1984).
Eroding just ten year-layers of snow and ice could increase surface
dust concentrations by an order of magnitude, and so the dust
would continue to thicken over the years as more dust-laden ice
was melted or ablated, until the surface of the northern ice sheets
looked something like the glacial ice in Fig. 6a and b. Both of these
images confirm that dust and impurities collect on the surface of
glaciers.

It is likely that a considerable thickness of the northern ice
sheets would have been contaminated by these millennial dust
storms. At the Gisp2 ice core in central southern Greenland at 72�N
annual contaminants can concentrate on the surface, rather than getting washed away.
imalayas. Surface ice quickly melts, because the albedo-assisted daytime temperatures
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Table 3
Difference in insolation and absorption for dusty ice vs. clean ice (based upon
Table 2).

Great Winter (annual midsummer)
Ice sheet insolation (less cloud & haze) 360 W/m2

Fresh ice absorption at 0.90 albedo 36 W/m2

Dusty ice absorption at 0.85 albedo 54 W/m2

Increased absorption due 20 ppm dust 18 W/m2

Great Summer (annual midsummer)
Ice sheet insolation (less cloud & haze) 430 W/m2

Fresh ice absorption at 0.90 albedo 43 W/m2

Dusty ice absorption at 0.85 albedo 65 W/m2

Increased absorption due 20 ppm dust 30 W/m2*3

Dusty ice absorption due 200 ppm dust 170 W/m2 (0.60 albedo)
Increased absorption due 200 ppm dust 135 W/m2*3

Dusty ice absorption due 400 ppm dust 215 W/m2 (0.50 albedo)
Increased absorption due 400 ppm dust 180 W/m2*3

55�N ice sheet dust assumed as NGrip 8 ppm � 3 ¼ 24 ppm.
25 ppm dust ¼ 0.5 ppm soot equivalent, 200 ppm dust ¼ 4.0 ppm soot equivalent.
From Svensson, soot and albedos are: 0.5 ppm ¼ 0.85, 4.0 ppm ¼ 0.60,
8.0 ppm ¼ 0.50.
Just 10 year-layers of ice ablation required to increase from 25 ppm to 200 ppm of
dust.
*3 Compared with the Great Winter 0.90 albedo absorption.
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the dateable ice sheet is 2800 m thick, representing 110 kyr of ice
layers (plus another 250 m of undatable ice). But the upper 1560 m
of this represents just 10 kyr of ice deposition (Taylor et al., 1997). If
the Holocene had experienced a 10 kyr dust storm era, then the
upper 55% of the ice sheet would contain dust contaminants.
However, the deposition and flow dynamics of the ice sheets were
quite different during the LGM. Snow accumulation was only 6 cm/
yr rather than the 24 cm/yr deposited during the Holocene, which
might initially suggest that the ice sheet over Greenland was
thinner at the LGM (Cuffey and Clow, 1997). At Gisp2 the modern
deposition rate is 50 cm p.a. (Taylor et al., 1997). But the lower LGM
accumulation rate was balanced by a much greater ice sheet extent,
which buttressed the Greenland ice-dome and reduced basal
outflow and thinning. Thus Cuffey determined that there was
probably not much change in the thickness of the ice sheet at Gisp2
in central Greenland, in comparison to its present 3050 m (Cuffey
and Clow, 1997). When combined with reduced accumulation
rates, reduced outwards flow, and reduced basal thinning during
the glacial maximum, this great thickness would mean that the age
profile of the ice sheet was not as steep as it is today. So while the
most recent 10 kyr of ice currently occupies the top 55% of the ice
sheet at Gisp2, during the glacial maximum it may have only
occupied the top 25%. Even so, this would still mean that the 15 kyr
of dust storms experienced just before the interglacial may have
contaminated the upper third of the northern ice sheets.

It is unlikely that albedo melting would have taken place on the
upper plateau of the Laurentide and Asian ice sheets, because they
reached 3000 m in altitude and were 20 �C colder than at sea-level
(Dyke et al., 2010). And we can be confident that melting did not
occur over central Greenland because the LGM ice-layers are still
extant. But the lower-level ice sheet terminations would have been
highly susceptible to warming, especially where they sloped to-
wards the south. And once albedo melting and ablation had begun,
dust concentration would intensify the albedo feedback very
rapidly and the warming and melting would be difficult to stop. As
long as there were still dust-laden layers of ice to melt, dust would
continue to concentrate on the surface and the albedo would
continue to decrease. However, there is a limit to these insolation
absorption increases, which is reached when the thickness of the
dust layer reaches about 7 mm, at which point the dust starts to act
as an insulator rather than an albedo-reducing warming feedback.
However, Warren calculated that even with 10� the dust concen-
tration found in the Greenland ice cores, it would take 2000 m of
ice-melt to reach this level of surface dust, and so this is not a
limitation (Warren, 1984).

There is one other consideration to take into account during the
dusty glacial maximumera and that is the negative forcing of dust in
the atmosphere, as discussed in Section 4.1. The peak insolation
reduction for atmospheric dust from Lambert was about �5 W/m2.
However, since the glacial maximum was much colder and drier in
the polar regions, cloud albedowould also have reduced at this time.
And since the value of glacial cloud albedo has not been adequately
established, we might simply presume that the increase in atmo-
spheric dust albedo was balanced by a decrease in atmospheric
cloud albedo. In which case, the total atmospheric insolation re-
ductions remain at �20%, as previously calculated, and while this
assumption may seem arbitrary there is insufficient data to make a
more accurate estimate. Taking into account these many consider-
ations, the increases in annual regional midsummer insolation and
absorption for dust-contaminated ice-sheets are given in Table 3.

4.4. Causes of glacial-maximum dust

It has been suggested that these sudden dust eras at each glacial
maximum were caused by the ice sheet termini encountering silt
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deposits further south during successive glaciations (Ganopolski
et al., 2010; Ganopolski and Calov, 2011). But this scenario is not
supported by the geology, as the Sand River region of Saskatchewan
in Canada still bears 50e80 m of sediments that predate the last
Wisconsin glaciation, and the Lower Empress sediment formation
predates the entire Pleistocene epoch (Fenton et al., 1994). So the
geological evidence indicates that glaciation does not remove the
underlying alluvial deposits in the manner described. Alternatively
it has been claimed that a cooler atmosphere cannot hold as much
moisture, resulting in widespread desertification (Petit et al., 1999,
p5). The aridity theory is supported by the polar ice accumulation
record, which shows less snow deposition and presumably a much
drier climate during the depths of the ice-age (Allen, 2000). And
while this may have been true for the polar regions, where tem-
peratures dropped dramatically, the situation in the tropics was
quite different.

Modern average tropical temperatures, taken from 12 random
locations close to the equator, range from an average low of 24.7 �C
to an average high of 27.6 �C (Climate Temperatures, 2014). The
temperature difference between modern and glacial conditions in
the tropics has not been precisely established, for reasons that will
become apparent shortly. The IPCC AR4 report gives an average
drop in temperature of�2 to�3 �C acrossmost of the tropics, while
IPCC AR5 5.3.2.2 gives global temperature reductions ranging
from �1.7 to �8.3 �C. But the polar regions were much colder,
which skews these global temperature reductions towards the
lower range. A better data source is the Paleoclimate Modeling
Intercomparison Project (PMIP3), which provides an average of
eleven LGM temperature models from established climate
modeling agencies (PMIP3, 2015). The result in Fig. 7a shows a
broad band of glacial temperatures that are about 3.5 �C lower than
present values.

This modest temperature reduction would result in average
tropical temperatures of 21 to 24 �C, which are quite high enough to
produce oceanic evaporation and therefore generate tropical and
extratropical rainfall. So although there were changes in precipi-
tation patterns during the glacial maximum, theworld was far from
becoming a barren and dusty desert due to a lack of precipitation.
Confirmation can be seen in the PMIP3 precipitation map in Fig. 7b,
which is derived from eleven established glacial maximummodels.
This shows a band of lower rainfall across the tropics of the
Americas and Africa, which widens out across southeast Asia and
ages via precession and dust-albedo feedbacks, Geoscience Frontiers
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Figure 7. (a) LGM to modern temperature comparison. The large band across the tropics and beyond shows an average �3.5 �C temperature reduction. Source: PMIP3. (b) LGM to
modern precipitation comparison. Apart from ice sheet regions, rainfall reductions are limited to select tropical regions. Source: PMIP3.
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Indonesia. However, most other regions including the region
around northwestern China and Mongolia retain similar or slightly
increased precipitation levels to the present climate, and this will
become significant later (PMIP3, 2015). As these two charts
demonstrate, the glacial maximumworld was far from becoming a
cold and barren desert due to either precipitation or temperature
reductions. So if there was a large extension of desert regions that
generated these global dust storms, there may well be another
environmental factor that has not been fully accounted for.

5. Flora, CO2 and dust generation

5.1. Effects of low CO2 on flora

The additional factor involved in glacial maximum desertifica-
tion and dust production is likely to be low concentrations of CO2.
Fig. 8 demonstrates that high dust concentrations are not only
linked with low temperatures, they are also closely linked to low
CO2 concentrations. But the reason for the CO2 reduction and its
possible connection to the increase in dust is poorly understood.
The 2007 IPCC AR4 report said:

The quantitative and mechanistic explanation of these CO2 varia-
tions remains one of the major unsolved questions in climate
research. (IPCC AR4 Box 6.2. What Caused LowAtmospheric CO2)

Once again the science appears to be wanting. Several mecha-
nisms for CO2 sequestration were suggested in this IPCC report,
including calcium carbonate weathering, coral reef growth, and
dust-fertilisation and sedimentation of marine organisms. But
these are all very slow processes, and therefore struggle to explain
how the sequestrated CO2 returns 100 ppm back to the atmosphere
within a short 5 kyr of interglacial warming.

A more logical explanation for the inverse correlation between
dust and CO2 can be seen through the effect that CO2 concentra-
tions have on plant life. Fig. 8 also shows that CO2 levels during each
ice-age came all the way down to 190e180 ppm, and that is
approaching dangerously low levels for C3 photosynthesis-pathway
plant life. CO2 is a vital component of the atmosphere because it is
an essential plant food, and without CO2 all plants die. In her
comprehensive analysis of plant responses to reduced CO2 con-
centrations, Gerhart says of this fundamental issue:

It is clear that modern C3 plant genotypes grown at low CO2

(180e200 ppm) exhibit severe reductions in photosynthesis, sur-
vival, growth, and reproduction . Such findings beg the question
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of how glacial plants survived during low CO2 periods . Studies
have shown that the average biomass production of modern C3
plants is reduced by approximately 50% when grown at low
(180e220 ppm) CO2, when other conditions are optimal . (The
abortion of all flower buds) suggested that 150 ppm CO2 may be
near the threshold for successful completion of the life cycle in some
C3 species. (Gerhart and Ward, 2010 Section II)

It is clear that a number of plant species would have been
under considerable stress when world CO2 concentrations
reduced to 200 or 190 ppm during the glacial maximum, espe-
cially if moisture levels in those regions were low (Gerhart and
Ward, 2010; Pinto et al., 2014). And palaeontological discoveries
at the La Brea tar pits in southern California have confirmed this,
where oxygen and carbon isotopic analysis of preserved juniperus
wood dating from 50 kyr ago through to the Holocene interglacial
has shown that: ‘glacial trees were undergoing carbon starvation’
(Ward et al., 2005). And yet these stresses and biomass re-
ductions do not appear to become lethal until CO2 concentrations
reach 150 ppm, which the glacial maximums did not achieve -
unless we add altitude and reducing CO2 partial pressures into
the equation.

The suggestion that altitude could be a factor was countered by
Terashima, who asserted that CO2 partial pressure reductions with
altitude would only have a small effect on photosynthesis, because
the lower CO2 partial pressure is partly compensated by increased
diffusion of gases at lower atmospheric pressure (Terashima and
Yokoi, 1995; Johnson et al., 2005). However, this increased
gaseous diffusion will not influence the transport of CO2 through
the aqueous phase of the chloroplast, which limits this effect (Shi
et al., 2015). In addition, lower partial pressures also increase
transpiration, which when combined with greater insolation and a
drier atmosphere at high altitude, increases stomatal moisture loss
considerably. Another limiting factor is the standard plant response
to reducing atmospheric CO2 concentrations, which is to increase
stomatal numbers or area to increase gas diffusion, but this again
increases transpiration and water loss (McElwain, 2004; Johnson et
al., 2005; Shi et al., 2015). So reducing partial pressures of CO2 could
well limit plant growth with altitude, especially in moisture defi-
cient regions where the effects of CO2 reductions are enhanced via a
moisture proxy.

Shi also conducted real-world experimentation on high altitude
photosynthesis and growth, and found that while some species
displayed a range of strategies to combat reducing CO2 partial
pressure with altitude, other species like the Quercus spinosa
ages via precession and dust-albedo feedbacks, Geoscience Frontiers
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Figure 8. Dust deposition vs. CO2 concentrations in ppm. Note that low CO2 concentrations always result in high dust concentrations. It is likely that CO2 concentrations are the
causal factor here. Source: Epica3, 2007.
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evergreen oak tree barely responded at all, and showed markedly
reduced photosynthesis with increasing altitude. Further experi-
mentation was performed on individual leaves, measuring the
photosynthesis response to a variety of CO2 concentrations at two
different partial pressures (2500 m and 3500 m). This demon-
strated that even in species that responded positively to counter
low CO2 partial pressures, photosynthesis efficiency reduced
steeply below 200 ppm CO2, at both of the partial pressures tested
(Shi et al., 2015). And the plants in these experiments were not
subject to the added complication of moisture stress.

Contrary to Terashima’s model of plant responses to CO2 partial
pressures, real-world experimentation paints a more complex
picture. Photosynthesis efficiency reduces steeply below 200 ppm
CO2, at all partial pressures (all altitudes), while the increasing
moisture demands associated with reducing CO2 partial pressure
will significantly reduce photosynthesis and survivability. When
combined, these two factors will ensure that increasing altitudes
will significantly inhibit plant growth and survivability, especially
in regions that are moisture deficient. While lesser adapted trees
like the Q. spinosa evergreen oak will be limited by reducing CO2
partial pressures (increasing altitudes) whatever the moisture
levels. Shi suggested that the lack of CO2 adaption by Q. spinosawas
due to its evergreen nature, which requires maintaining stomatal
changes during winters or dry seasons when such adaptions may
be detrimental, and so this lack of adaption may pertain to other
evergreen species.

5.2. C3 and C4 flora differences

The studies by Terashima, Gerhart and Shi focus on C3 plants,
which have a less efficient system of photosynthesis for fixing CO2
than C4 plants. C4 plants are a recent evolutionary adaptation that
utilize a two-step photosynthesis process, which has the effect of
concentrating CO2 before the final fixation step. However, despite
the greater CO2 fixation efficiency of C4 plants, some 85% of the
worlds plant species remain in the C3 category, and these include
many of the world’s cereal crops like wheat and barley; half of the
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grasses; and all of the woody trees (Moore et al., 1995). And some
95% of the world’s biomass is still comprised of C3 flora (Still et al.,
2003; Körner et al., 2010).

In comparison, only 3% of plant species are C4, but these
comprise the highly successful cereal crops like maize and sugar-
cane; half the grasses; and many sedges (Moore et al., 1995). C4
plants are said to make up 23% of the present annual plant CO2
fixation, although this remarkably high figure is strongly biased
towards C4 plants by modern agriculture, which has decimated
great swathes of ancient C3 forests and replaced them with C4
sugarcane and maize (Still et al., 2003; Osborne and Beerling,
2005). There was also a bias towards C4 plants at high altitude
during the LGM, as will be discussed later, because these two types
of plant display significant differences in their response to envi-
ronmental factors. These differences include:

(1) C3 plants become more efficient than C4 plants at low tem-
peratures (giving C3 plants a competitive advantage in cool
conditions);

(2) C3 plants are much less tolerant of low CO2 conditions (low CO2
concentrations below 180 ppm will adversely effect C3
species);

(3) C3 plants need more moisture in low CO2 conditions (a dry
climate with reducing CO2 concentrations will adversely effect
C3 species).
5.3. Effects of low CO2 on treelines

Themodernmountain treeline varies from 2000m in the Alps to
4000 m in the tropics, and is temperature rather than CO2 limited
(Körner and Paulsen, 2004). But the balance and interplay between
these upland C3 forests and savannahs and the (generally) lower
level C4 regions would change dramatically during the reduced CO2
conditions of a glacial maximum, with upland C3 forests and sa-
vannahs suffering the greatest stress. Table 4 shows the reduction
in temperatures and CO2 partial pressure concentrations for a range
ages via precession and dust-albedo feedbacks, Geoscience Frontiers
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of regions and altitudes. The critical treeline temperature is defined
by a minimum average root temperature of 6.5 �C (Körner and
Paulsen, 2004), while the critical average air temperature can be
much lower. The critical CO2 extinction-concentration is assumed
to be between 160 and 150 ppm equivalent (160e150 mbar)
(Gerhart and Ward, 2010). The limiting factor for glacial and
interglacial treelines in Table 4, is underlined in each case.

If the critical sea-level CO2 concentration for C3 trees and grasses
is between 160 and 150 ppm, Table 4 demonstrates that the
modern interglacial treeline is limited by temperature rather than
CO2. But during glacial maximum conditions, when tropical sea-
level temperatures fell by 3.5 �C and sea-level CO2 concentrations
reduced to 190 ppm, CO2 definitely becomes the primary limiting
factor for high altitude C3 forests and savannahs, especially in
tropical regions. Depending on the response of individual species to
CO2 deprivation, Table 4 suggests that the tropical treeline may
have reduced from 4000 to 1700 m, equating to an equivalent CO2
concentration of 150e160 ppm (150e160 mbar). Field studies have
demonstrated this effect, but have interpreted the treeline re-
ductions as implying large decreases in temperature, as will be
discussed shortly. Snowlines would also have reduced, covering
some of this newly exposed land, but Porter suggests a reduction in
tropical regions averaging 750 m at the LGM (Porter, 2000). The
difference between these two factors is about 1500 m, and since
land area increases exponentially with reducing altitude this en-
sures that large expanses of newly barren land would have been
created by glacial CO2 reductions.

This theoretical calculation for the CO2 regulation of glacial
maximum treelines appears to be confirmed by Behling’s study of
peat bogs on the Campos do Jordao plateau near Sao Paulo in Brazil,
which lies at 1850 m amsl. The cores found grey sand deposits
almost devoid of organic material during the LGM period, overlain
by thick peat deposits all through the Holocene. Similarly, the
pollen grain record of the Holocene peats revealed a thickly
forested region, while the LGM grey sands showed that these
interglacial forests: ‘did not exist in the study area during the late
Quaternary period’ (ie: during the LGM). In their place were pollen
grains from ‘high elevation grasslands’, but these could not have
been lush pastures as the grey sands showed ‘little in the way of
organic material’ (Behling, 1997).

Behling also observed that araucaria forests and plantago grasses,
which enjoy cool-moist and cool-dry conditions respectively, were
missing from the grey sands. So Behling was forced to conclude that
therewas amuch colder andpossibly dryer climate on theCamposdo
Jordao plateau during the LGM, with a reduction in temperature of
5e7 �C, even though this conflictedwith other climate studies in this
region (Behling, 1997). A possible reason for this discrepancy is CO2.
The Campos do Jordao lies at 1850 m altitude, which is coincident
with the tropical CO2 treeline altitude suggested in Table 4. So the
Campos do Jordao region may well have been warmer than claimed
Table 4
Reductions in temperature and CO2 affecting the maximum treeline in the Alps and trop

Factor limiting the C3 treeline Alpine treeline T

Surface 1000 m 1500 m 2000 m S

Interglacial temps (�C) 15 9 6 3
Interglacial CO2 (mbar) 300 265 250 235 3
Glacial temps (�C) 11 5 3 �1
Glacial CO2 (mbar) 190 170 160 150 1

The limiting factor for the treeline is underlined in each case.
Tropical adiabatic lapse rate 6.0 �C/1000 m. Standard SL pressure 1013.25 mb.
ICAO pressure altitudes 1000 m ¼ 900 mb, 1500 m ¼ 845 mb, 2000 m ¼ 795 mb, 4000
300 ppm sea-level CO2 concentration assumed, to show the historic situation.
Snowlines from Porter, average of 10 sites. There is great data variability (Porter, 2000 T
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during the LGM, but could still not support C3 forests and grasslands
at that low CO2 partial pressure altitude.

Willie performed a similar analysis of treelines on and above the
1800mPopayán plain in Columbia. The upper treeline in this region
had reduced from its present 3500 m, to 2000 m during the LGM,
which was attributed to lower glacial temperatures (Willie et al.,
2000, 2001). Although Bakker reports a pollen-free clay layer at
the LGM, which would suggest a treeline at 1700m or below during
the LGMandwould agreewith the results in Behling’s study (Bakker
et al., 1990). CO2 concentrations were mentioned in Willie’s study,
but thought not to be significant for altitudes below 2500 m
because: ‘the impact of low atmospheric CO2 on temperature re-
constructions is not available, and the debate quantifying its impact is
still ongoing’. But the rejection of CO2 treeline regulation necessi-
tated a LGM temperature reduction of 6 e 7 �C at 1700 m, while
Bakker derived an even larger fall of 8e10 �C (Bakker et al., 1990).

These large temperature reductions gave researchers a problem,
because the 1981 CLIMAP study had determined from sediment
and fossil analysis that sea temperatures around Columbia were
only 2 �C cooler during the LGM, while sea-level land temperatures
were only 2.5 �C cooler (Rind and Peteet, 1985, p11; Climap, 1981).
This small temperature change conflicted greatly with the 6e 10 �C
fall in temperature indicated by treeline and species variation up in
the Popayán highlands. The first resolution to this problem was to
arbitrarily lower the sea level temperatures by 2 �C in the CLIMAP
model, which reduced the differential between sea-level and
highland temperatures (Rind and Peteet, 1985). Although the
temperature reduction at 2500 m on this revised model run was
still only 3 �C, instead of the 6 e 10 �C reductions being reported in
the field. But these large temperature reductions resulted in a sig-
nificant increase in the region’s environmental lapse rate from its
present 6 �C/1000 m to 7.6 �C/1000 m at the LGM, which in turn
suggested a large and widespread reduction in humidity and pre-
cipitation across this region. Yet this conflicted with lower level
recolonisation during the LGM by tree species that favoured moist
conditions (Willie et al., 2000, 2001).

Although they became widely accepted, these high lapse rates
and corresponding regional aridity are meteorologically anoma-
lous. Even back in 1984 they were being called into question, with
Rind saying of the Columbian lapse rate issue:

A large divergence in lapse rate from the moist adiabatic value is
implausible, as moist convection should still represent the domi-
nant vertical heat transportation process at low altitudes. Webster
and Streten (1978) concured, and showed that at low latitudes even
arid stations have lapse rates close to moist adiabatic (Rind and
Peteet, 1985).

This was confirmed in an analysis of modern lapse rates in Ari-
zona, which demonstrated a mean terrain-following lapse around
Tucson of just 5.7 �C/1000 m � 0.6 �C, and it is the terrain-following
ics.

ropical treeline Tropical Snowline

urface 1000 m 1500 m 2000 m 4000 m

28 22 19 16 4 w4800
00 265 250 235 180
24 18 15 12 �0 w3950
90 170 160 150 115

m ¼ 615 mb.

able 1).
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lapse rate that hillside vegetationwill be experiencing and reacting to
(Harlow et al., 2004). So even in the arid conditions of Arizona, the
average hillside lapse rate is equivalent to the modern Columbian
lapse rate of 6.0 �C/1000 m, and significantly less than the assumed
Columbian LGM lapse rate of 7.6 �C/1000m. Thiswas supportedbyan
analysis of preserved LGM juniperuswood from the La Brea tar-pits in
southern California, which demonstrated a 10% increase in relative
humidity during the LGM in comparison to Holocene values (Ward
et al., 2005). And although California and Columbia are separated
by some 5000 km, this does demonstrate that the LGM climate was
not universally arid. However, since the assumedhigh LGM lapse rate
in Columbia pointed towards greater aridity in that region, this
conjecture appears to have been incorporated into the PMIP precip-
itation map in Fig. 7b which has a localised area of low precipitation
centered on Columbia. So these treeline ‘temperature gauges’ appear
tohavemodified climatemodel results ever since the1980s. But if the
true cause of thesehigh altitude treeline and species changeswasCO2
concentrations, then these temperature, lapse rate and moisture
adjustments areunwarranted, and thePMIPmodelmaybedisplaying
erroneous results.

Hooghiemstra’s similar survey in the same region observed that
the LGM paramo grasslands and scrublands may have extended up
to 3200 m during the LGM, which is substantially higher than the
calculated CO2 extinction altitude in Table 4. But this was primarily
due to a recolonisation of these regions by C4 plants (Hooghiemstra
and Van der Hammen, 2004), presumably because C4 plants are
more tolerant of low CO2 conditions. However, since C4 plants are
not so tolerant of cold conditions, this again suggests that large
reductions in temperaturewere not the primary factor determining
LGM treelines above the Popayán plain.

Several models have been devised to replicate and explain the
treeline data gathered here, and many now include the effects of
low CO2 on vegetation. In 1997 Jolly ran an early BIOME4 vegetation
model coupled with the IIASA climate database, and demonstrated
that when temperature was the primary controlling factor a 6.5 �C
reduction was required to reproduce LGM treelines, and yet no
temperature reductions were required if CO2 was reduced to
190 ppm (Jolly and Haxeltine, 1997). So this modification would
eliminate the anomalously high lapse rates that plagued the
Columbian research. Jolly went on to say that this CO2 effect was
not caused by partial pressure reductions with altitude, because of
the diffusion compensation effect explained previously, and so the
influences of CO2 reductions on plant survival are to be expected at
all altitudes. But this assertion conflicts with the model results,
which demonstrated a clear relationship between treelines and
altitude even when precipitation remained the same. This di-
chotomy was not explained. A decade later Wu investigated the
upgraded BIOME4 vegetation model coupled with the MARGO
ocean circulation model and pollen-based treeline records from
across Africa. The results again demonstrated that anomalously
high lapse rates could be eliminated if CO2 concentrations were
reduced to LGM levels (Wu et al., 2007). If these model simulations
are correct, then the primary factor controlling treelines and
highland vegetation survival must be CO2, rather than temperature.

A more comprehensive study was undertaken by Woillez, using
the ORCHIDEE vegetation model coupled with the IPSL-CM4 at-
mosphere circulation model. The results again demonstrated that
low CO2 may well have been the most significant factor in the
regression of forest treelines during the LGM. Woillez says of this:

(The) Last Glacial Maximum reveals landscapes radically different
from modern ones, with a massive regression of forested areas in
both hemispheres . Our modeling results support the view that
the physiological effect of glacial CO2 is a key factor to explain
vegetation changes during glacial times. In our simulations, the low
Please cite this article in press as: Ellis, R., Palmer, M., Modulation of ice
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atmospheric CO2 is the only driver of the tropical forest regression,
and explains half of the response of temperate and boreal forests to
glacial conditions (Woillez et al., 2011).

A more recent model reconstruction was reported by Claussen,
using the JSBACH vegetation model coupled with the ECHAM6 at-
mosphere circulation model. This confirmed the work of Woillez
but did not see any recovery of deforested regions by grasses,
possibly because Claussen’s model accounted for partial pressures
with altitude (Claussen et al., 2012). Neither Woillez nor Claussen’s
papers mention CO2 partial pressures, but it was confirmed in
private correspondence that the latter model does take this factor
into account, although to what degree is unknown. Claussen’s
simulations demonstrated a three-fold decrease in vegetation
during the glacial maximum, when CO2 reductions were included.
This represents a 26 � 106 km2 increase in barren areas, which
amounted to about 20% of the glacial world’s habitable land surface
at that time. This represents a considerable increase in newly
exposed and dusty regions, much of which would have been in
upland locations. Claussen says of this:

The pure ecophysiological effect of CO2 appears to be stronger than
the pure climate effect for many plant functional types . In line
with previous simulations, the MPI-ESM (model) yields a decrease
in areas of . extratropical trees by some 45%. The area covered by
grassland decreases by some 40% . The desert area increases by
36% (Claussen et al., 2012).

While temperature-based vegetation models result in implau-
sible temperatures, aridity and lapse rates, these CO2-based simu-
lations give more reasonable results in all situations. In which case,
low CO2 concentrations are likely to have been responsible for a
massive retreat of forests and grasslands, and the first regions to
suffer would have been those located in:

(1) High altitude regions, where CO2 partial pressures would be
less than at sea level.

(2) Arid regions, because C3 trees requiremoremoisture when CO2
concentrations are low.

(3) Northern regions during July to September, when CO2 levels
reduce (OCO-2, 2015).

5.4. CO2 and dust creation

If CO2 reductions during the cooling period of a glacial cycle are
capable of causing a global dieback of high altitude flora, this could
explain the large increase in dust levels at the end of each glacial
maximum. Fig. 8 demonstrates that the initial 60 ppm fall in CO2
during the glacial cooling period did not significantly affect dust
levels; it was only when sea-level concentrations reached a critical
threshold, which the shaded bands suggest is about 190e200 ppm,
that there was a significant dust-response. And this was not simply
a response to falling temperatures, because the many vegetation
models demonstrate that the majority of the decrease in upland
forests and grasslands was due to CO2 reductions. And tropical
forests actually responded positively to lower glacial temperatures,
and only reversed once CO2 had reduced to the critical threshold.
Yet despite the obvious connection between CO2 and plant survival,
the majority of papers do not link CO2 and dust production. One
exception is Mahowald who, while not factoring in altitude or
partial pressures, says of CO2 and dust production:

There is little doubt that CO2 concentrations at LGM levels of
200 ppm would be severely limiting to the productivity of ecosys-
tems, especially in water-limited environments. In a separate
sensitivity experiment, roughly half the simulated increase in dust
loading was found to be due to the change in CO2. This result
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suggests a previously neglected indirect role for atmosphere CO2 in
modulating the dustiness of the global atmosphere (Mahowald,
1999).

The close correlation between CO2 and dust levels can be seen in
Fig. 9, which plots CO2 vs. Antarctic dust, with the dust plot inverted
and to a logarithmic scale to reduce the amplitude peaks. On this
revised scale CO2 and dust are very closely inversely correlated,
with lower CO2 levels precisely matching (and potentially causing)
the variation in dust. This graph also demonstrates that small
changes of CO2 at relatively high 240e260 ppm concentrations can
still cause a slight dust response, even though concentrations above
200 ppm should not be critical to flora in normal conditions. The
likely reason is that these higher CO2 concentrations can still have
an effect on C3 plants at high altitude. A 10 ppm fall in sea-level CO2
concentrations can lower the high altitude CO2 extinction-zone and
treeline by approximately 300 m, while the equivalent
temperature-zone reduction in the tropics would only be 0.35 �C or
60 m. Which again demonstrates that CO2 is the primary limiting
factor. So with each reduction in global CO2 more land at increas-
ingly lower levels will be denuded of plant-life, creating barren
uplands and increasing amounts of dust. And these new desert
regions will not be the familiar moisture depletions deserts, but a
new breed of upland CO2 depletion deserts.

But where did the dust preserved in Arctic and Antarctic records
come from? Antarctic dust has been positively identified by its
unique mineralogy, geochemistry, and isotopy as originating from
Argentina (Muhs et al., 2014; Vallelonga and Svensson, 2014). It was
initially thought that the dust source might be the newly exposed
continental shelf (see also Fischer et al., 2007), but further research
determined that the source was more likely to be central Patagonia
(Delmonte et al., 2004; Vallelonga and Svensson, 2014). Interest-
ingly, there was a slight difference in the isotopic ratios between
glacial and interglacial dust deposits, indicating a slight shift in the
source region (Vallelonga and Svensson, 2014).

In contrast, Greenland dust deposits have consistently pointed
towards an Asian source around northern China, and this has been
narrowed down in more recent research to the Taklamakan and
Gobi deserts (Bory, 2014; Vallelonga and Svensson, 2014). Not all
desert regions produce dust, because the source region has to
contain unconsolidated glacial, alluvial or aeolian loess with an
appropriate grain size, and be subject to sufficient wind-strengths
(Muhs et al., 2014). Surprisingly, the Gobi Desert is not the pri-
mary dust source for modern Greenland dust, because much of
Figure 9. Dust deposition vs. CO2 concentrations in ppm. The dust plot is inverted and to a lo
CO2 concentrations. Source: Epica, 2007.
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the Gobi is pastural steppeland, while the Taklamakan lies in the
föhn-wind rain-shadow of the Himalaya and is a true shifting-
sand desert. And the presence of these perennial dust-deserts
may be why Alaska never had an ice sheet, despite its northerly
location and its isolation from the warm waters of the Pacific by
the Bearing Straits land bridge. It has been claimed that the lack of
Alaskan ice was due to aridity (Elias and Brigham-Grette, 2013),
but it is also possible that the region experienced greatly
increased dust contamination, which prevented ice accumulation
through albedo reductions. Significant aeolian sand deposits have
been documented along the Yukon coastline, which remained ice
free during the last glaciation, indicating strong aeolian dust ac-
tivity in the region (Bateman and Murton, 2006). The model
simulation by Krinner suggested that this is a likely scenario
(Krinner et al., 2006).

The isotopic fingerprint of LGM dust in Greenland is slightly
different to modern dust, which again indicates a slight shift in the
location of the primary dust-source (Bory, 2014). The usual reason
given for this geographic shift is that the climate at the LGM was
colder and drier, which could have extended the range of the Gobi
Desert. But as was mentioned in Section 4.4, the PMIP LGM pre-
cipitation map in Fig. 7b indicates that although some regions of
southern and eastern China experienced reduced rainfall, the ma-
jority of the Gobi region received the same rainfall during the LGM
as in the Holocene interglacial. In fact, Yu and McGee reported that
several lakes or lake beds throughout the Gobi region had much
higher water levels during the LGM than in the Holocene (Yu et al.,
2003; McGee et al., 2010). And despite the modern Gobi being
classified as a desert, themajority of the region is still not a shifting-
sand desert. Because the winter is long and very cold, and the
limited precipitation falls during the short summer, much of the
region is steppe grassland. For instance, the town of Dalanzadgad
lies within the Gobi Desert region and only receives an average of
130 mm of rain a year (NOAA NCDC). But because this precipitation
is coincident with the short summer growing season the land
manages to support good pasture for a variety of ruminants, as can
be seen in the pastoral map in Fig. 10.

Besides aridity, the other climatic component that may explain
the increase in Asiatic dust during the LGM is wind. However, the
dust grain size data in both Antarctica and Greenland suggest that
winds did not change a great deal between glacial and interglacial
climates. In Antarctica Fisher compared dust deposition rates at the
EDC and EDML drill sites, which are situated on opposite sides of
Antarctica, and demonstrated that: ‘parameters for dust transport
garithmic scale, to reduce amplitude peaks. So dust is closely but inversely correlated to
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Figure 10. A pastural map of Mongolia. The yellow and green regions mark steppe grasslands, while the greys indicate desert pasture. The town of Dalanzadgad is marked by the
red circle. (Image courtesy: WWF Mongolia Maps, Sanjmyatav, D. Tserendash, S.)
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from Patagonia to Antarctica have not changed strongly over the last
glacial cycles’ (Fisher, 2007). A similar situation was found in
Greenland, with early investigations suggesting smaller grains and
lighter winds during the LGM, while new research has suggested
the opposite. But the variation in grain size across the climatic
boundary was not particularly significant (Kohfeld and Harrison,
2001; Vallelonga and Svensson, 2014). Larger grain sizes were
discovered on the Loess Plateau in China during the LGM, indicating
stronger winds there (Jiang et al., 2013), but this did not extend to
the northern ice sheets. And if aeolian dust grain sizes in Greenland
remain constant, while the transported volume increased by an
order of magnitude or more, this would suggest that larger dust
sources were the primary cause of increased dust rather than
stronger winds.

If increasing aridity and wind were not responsible for the in-
crease in dust, and if CO2 concentrations are strongly inversely
proportional to dust volume, as demonstrated in Fig. 9, the likely
candidate for increased dust production has to be CO2 depletion
creating new CO2 deserts. Especially since dust isotopy indicates
that new dust sources were developing at this time. The vast ma-
jority of northern China and southern Mongolia lie above 1000 m,
while more than a third of this region lies above 1500 m. And while
the treelines in Columbia and Brazil only reduced to between 1500
and 2000 m, the environmental conditions in Mongolia are very
different. Mongolia is so cold that C4 grasses would be unable to
replace C3 grasses, as they did in Columbia. And since the moisture
demand of C3 grasses increases substantially as the critical CO2
partial pressure is approached, they would come under much
greater stress in the dry central Asian climate. So even if precipi-
tation levels in this region remained constant across the LGM-
Holocene transition, vast swathes of these steppe grasslands
would have been decimated by a CO2 engendered lack of moisture,
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and vast new CO2-depletion deserts created at lower altitudes than
has been documented in tropical regions.

This has been confirmed by Yu’s extensive study of LGM vege-
tation in central and East Asia, which documents widespread
desertification across northern China. The steppe and desert con-
ditions of the Gobi extended south to the 30� parallel and east-
wards to the coast, more than quadrupling the extent of this desert
and semi-desert region. While the mixed forest treeline was
pushed south by 1000 km to the 22� parallel (Yu et al., 2000, 2003).
And several more meters of loess deposits were laid down on the
Loess Plateau, which extends for some 440,000 km2 across central
China north of Xian and contains loess deposits from all the recent
glacial cycles (Jiang et al., 2013). These loess deposits demonstrate
that the same regions were generating copious amounts of dust
through each glacial cycle, just as the ice-core records from
Antarctica also suggest. These deep loess deposits have been
interpreted as indicating large reductions in both precipitation
(Mahowald, 1999; Petit et al., 1999) and temperature (Tarasov et al.,
1999) in Asia during glacial maximums. Tarasov indicated that
temperatures in Mongolia were on average between 6 �C and 10 �C
colder during the LGM, which is why the PMIP3 map in Fig. 7a
displays a localised cold spot centered onMongolia. Yet just as with
the Columbian dry-spot, these localised reductions in temperature
and precipitation would not be necessary if CO2 reductions were
the primary cause of upland desertification. It is generally accepted
now that western China was actually wetter during the LGM (Yu
et al., 2003), but the climatic dichotomy this engenders is often
left unexplained.

However, if CO2 was the primary regulator of desertification in
this region then the increase in dust production during the glacial
period should be proportional to the land-area above the critical
CO2 extinction altitude. The area above the critical altitude will
ages via precession and dust-albedo feedbacks, Geoscience Frontiers
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initially be small, only covering a few mountain peaks. But as sea
level CO2 concentrations continue to decrease, the extinction-zone
will rapidly widen to include the Chinese and Mongolian plateaus,
which range from 1500 m to 1000 amsl. This process will result in a
linear decrease in CO2 concentrations generating an exponential
increase in desert lands and dust production, which is exactly what
the CO2 and dust records in Fig. 9 illustrates. This process can be
further graphed by using data from the NOAA Global Relief Map
(ETOPO1, 2015), and comparing glacial CO2 concentrations with the
land area exposed above the flora extinction-zone. The results can
be seen in Fig. 11c and d. The land area subsequently covered by
lowering glacial snowlines was also plotted, using snowline data
from Porter et al., but the difference generated by reducing snow-
lines was relatively insignificant (Porter, 2000).

In Fig. 11a, Antarctic dust concentrations were correlated with
Antarctic CO2 deposition over 800 kyr, using Epica3 ice core data.
Antarctic data was chosen because it allows the analysis of many
glacial cycles, and also because the Greenland CO2 data is unreliable
due to carbonate contamination (Ruth et al., 2007). This trans-polar
comparison is justifiable because although Greenland dust levels
have a greater amplitude than Antarctic dust, they are coincident
and proportional. Fig. 11b plots logarithmic Ngrip Greenland dust
(blue) against Epica Antarctic CO2 (red), demonstrating the same
close correlation as seen previously in Fig. 9, which used Antarctic
Figure 11. (a) Scatter plot demonstrating the good correlation between CO2 and dust. Dust o
Fig. 9. Dust on a logarithmic scale. Greenland CO2 data is contaminated and unusable, but An
altitude. Sea-level CO2 is assumed to be 190 ppm. A range of death-zone CO2 concentrations a
pressure 50%/5200 m. Area of land above the critical altitude derived from ETOPO1 2015. (
North & 85e125 East (CO2 on a logarithmic scale).
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dust data (see also Serno et al., 2015). The correlation between dust
and CO2 in Fig. 11a is surprisingly good, giving an R2 of w0.8,
indicating a strongly logarithmic inverse dust response to CO2. This
correlation was then plotted against the land area exposed above
the critical CO2 extinction altitude, assuming a minimum sea-level
CO2 concentration of 190 ppm. The effects of low CO2 on plant
survival have already been discussed at length and suggest that the
critical CO2 concentration for plant extinction is between 150 and
170 ppm, depending upon species and other stress factors like
moisture. So a variety of plots have been generated using critical
CO2 concentration equivalents between 140 and 170 ppm (140 to
170 mbar), to depict the area of uplands experiencing partial pres-
sures below critical levels as sea level CO2 concentrations reduce.

The topography of each region will be unique, so two graphs
were constructed incorporating global topography and the local
topography adjacent to the Gobi Desert, resulting in Fig. 11c and
d. The topography determines the form of each plot, with the
170 ppm (170 mbar) plot in Fig. 11d clearly showing the broad
highland steppe-lands of northern China and southern Mongolia
in the center of the plot, and a much smaller coastal plain at the
end. And since these plots also contain a function of time, they
are also a graphic representation of an entire w100 kyr ice-age
cycle. The lower left of each graph represents the interglacial
period, with high CO2 concentrations and low dust levels
n a logarithmic scale. (b) Plot of Greenland dust (blue) vs. Antarctic CO2 (red), similar to
tarctic CO2 is a viable alternative. (c, d) Two plots of land area above the CO2 death-zone
re plotted, from 140 to 170 ppm equivalent (140 to 170 mbar). Reduction in atmospheric
c) World land area (CO2 on a logarithmic scale). (d) The Gobi region land area, 40e50
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emanating from the well-known moisture deserts. While the
upper right corner represents the glacial maximum, with low CO2
concentrations and high levels of dust generated by the newly
created CO2 deserts. Claussen et al. calculated that world defoli-
ation at the LGM equated to 26 � 106 km2, as was discussed in
Section 5.3, and this would agree well with the land area above
the death-zone depicted by the 150 ppm (150 mbar) critical CO2
concentration in Fig. 11c. Transferring that critical concentration
across to Fig. 11d would result in a 1.1 � 106 km2 increase in
desertification for the Gobi region during the LGM. But since
plant distress will occur at higher CO2 concentrations in this re-
gion, due to the general lack of moisture, this should be revised
up to the 160 ppm (160 mbar) plot line, giving 2.5 � 106 km2 of
new dust source across the Gobi steppe. And the 160 ppm
(160 mbar) plot also demonstrates a greater conformity with the
CO2-dust correlation in Fig. 11a.

Since the Gobi steppe is a high plateau, large areas can react
near-simultaneously to CO2 deprivation, creating widespread
desertification on very short geological timescales. There are many
sudden jumps in the CO2 concentration record that span 5 ppm in
a mater of centuries, and a fall in sea level concentrations from 190
to 185 ppm can lower the high altitude extinction-zone by
approximately 150 m. And Fig. 11d indicates that this small
decrease will result in a 0.6 � 106 km2 increase in the Gobi CO2
desert. So in a matter of a few centuries 600,000 km2 of new dust
sources can be generated e sources that are fresh, previously
unscoured, and susceptible to wind erosion. This would result in
great dust-storms across Asia and beyond, just as the newly barren
lands of North America generated great dust-storms during the
1930s Dust Bowl era. The modern equivalent of Dust Bowl era
storm is shown in Fig. 12. And like the Dust Bowl era, these virgin
upland Gobi deserts would contain fresh fine dust, rather than the
larger sandy grains of an ancient desert, which were easy to
transport. Much of this dust settled on the Loess Plateau north of
Xian, but many of the lighter fractions settled upon the northern
ice sheets, from Alaska and Canada across to northern Greenland
and beyond.
Figure 12. A large dust storm approaches Phoenix Arizona. High winds can move vast quant
particles can be transported for thousands of kilometers. Photo courtesy Daniel Bryant.
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5.5. CO2 and interglacial modulation

This is why the Great Summer that peaked about 170 kyr ago
was completely ignored by world temperatures, as can be seen in
Fig. 3. Prior to this particular Great Summer there had been insuf-
ficient CO2 reductions and thus no vegetation dieback and no
central Asian dust storms to reduce the ice sheet albedo. So the
global climate is quite stable at ice-age temperatures, even when
subjected to a northern hemisphere high latitude midsummer
insolation increase of 80 W/m2, because the high albedo northern
ice sheets can reject the majority of this increased insolation. And
so the Great Summer 170 kyr ago provided no global temperature
response whatsoever. It was only after the later dust storms, which
happened around 150 kyr ago, that that the northern ice sheets
were primed and ready for an albedo-assisted Great Summer
interglacial warming. And as soon as the next Great Summer
increased the insolation upon those dusty ice sheets, the surface
temperatures immediately responded and the ice-age ended.

The reasons for the Greenland ice sheet surviving this warming
process include its northerly latitude, its high-altitude surface, and
the fact that it is located inside a protective bowl surrounded by a
ring of low mountains, as can be seen in Fig. 13. In the absence of
significant albedo-enhanced forcing and warming feedbacks at this
high latitude and altitude, the primary melting and dissipation of
an ice sheet will occur at its base, through the normal processes of
melting via pressure, friction and geothermal heat, or by ice-sheet
spreading and flow. In normal conditions, basal meltwater can flow
under pressure into the sea, while the outward flow of ice sheet
layers occurs mainly at the base in accordance with the Dansgaard-
Johnsen model. At Camp Century, which is close to the coast, the
outward flow only starts 900 m down, which represents 65% of the
total ice sheet thickness in this region (Dansgaard and Johnsen,
1969). But the bowl formation that underlies the Greenland ice
sheet inhibits both meltwater egress and basal spreading. And just
as importantly, this mountain-ring also prevents oceanic warming
of the ice sheet base, while the base of the adjacent Barents Sea ice
sheet was susceptible to oceanic warming and melted (Siegert and
ities of dust, and while the heavier dust particles seen here will soon settle out the finer
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Figure 13. The underlying topography of Greenland, showing the ring of mountains
averaging 1200 m high that protect the Greenland ice sheet from melting, flowing or
being warmed by the Atlantic. Much of the central valley of Greenland is actually
below the modern sea level. Data ETOPO1 Global Relief Model.
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Elverhøi, 2002). So the Greenland ice sheet has been captured by
topography, isolated from global oceanic warming, and remains a
glacial relic in a largely post-glacial world.

So the Earth’s long-term climate is almost a bi-stable system
incorporating two extremes in temperature: ice-age and intergla-
cial. And interglacial temperatures can be quite stable, as the
greatly extended interglacials 430 kyr and 15 kyr ago demonstrate,
with the stability of the climate system being maintained at either
of these extremes by the thermostatic mechanism of cloud for-
mation (Eschenbach, 2010). But the paleoclimatic record also
demonstrates that the preferred regime is the cooler glacial
climate, and so even the extended interglacial periods invariably
slide back down into cooler glacial conditions. However, while the
long ice-age eras are demonstrably very climatically stable, they do
Figure 14. A summary graph of all the factors that play a role in glacial modulation. Key: I
Laskar Precessional Forcing (blue), Laskar Eccentricity (black). Diagrammatic only - scales
winters for at least 50 kyr into the future, and so the world is unlikely to experience anoth
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have a very prominent Achilles heel e the very strong regional
forcing and feedback influences provided by dust and albedo. And
this climatic Achilles heel may not only explain all of the intergla-
cial cycles, but also the very rapid and otherwise unexplained
Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) temperature oscillations e especially if
these peculiar temperature spikes involved soot-albedo from con-
flagrations rather than dust-albedo from barren lands. But that is
another story for another day.
6. Summary and conclusions

The primary orbital cycle responsible for interglacial initiation is
the precessional Great Summer, which can provide large increases
in annual midsummer insolation in the northern hemisphere for
several millennia. However, not all Great Summers produce a
warming event, while full interglacials only occur every four or five
cycles. The additional factor that can achieve this selective regula-
tion is the high albedo of the northern ice sheets, which can reject
and reduce the increased insolation of a Great Summer. In order for
a Great Summer to generate a significant warming response the
northern ice sheets need to be laden with dust, so that the
increased insolation can get some leverage on the highly reflective
ice. And the mechanism required to achieve this involves surface
CO2 concentrations reducing below 200 ppm, which results in a
die-back of high altitude flora, widespread desertification, and dust
deposition upon the ice sheets. Fig. 14 depicts all the key elements
that play a part in these complex climatic interactions. Note that
dust (purple) is only generated once CO2 (yellow) has reached
critically low levels, and that interglacial warming (red) only occurs
after dust deposition and when an eccentricity-enhanced Great
Summer (dark blue peak) is reached.

The apparent correlation between dust (purple) and eccentricity
minima (black) on this graph is merely a function of the
eccentricity-enhanced inception of interglacial periods (red peak).
An interglacial is only initiated when eccentricity is rising and
northern Great Summer Milankovitch insolation is enhanced.
Following this temporary warm period, the rate of polar ice
regrowth and its associated increase in albedo, controls the
cooling-rate of the oceans and climate. These steadily reducing
ce Volume (grey), Epica3 temperature (red), CO2 levels (yellow), Epica3 Dust (purple),
adjusted to suit the diagram. Note that there are no strong Great Summers or Great
er ice-age for many millennia. Image courtesy of Prof Clive Best.
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temperatures control the equally steady oceanic absorption and
sequestration of atmospheric CO2, which in turn eventually con-
trols the exponential increase in dust production, which then
lowers ice-sheet albedo and primes the world for another inter-
glacial warming. Thus one of the primary climatic regulators of
interglacial periodicity is the steady rate of increase in polar ice
extent. And since it takes about 70 kyr before the ice-sheets are
large enough for temperatures and CO2 to reach a minima, this
coincidentally places the increased dust production era close to the
next eccentricity minima.

Thus the rate of ice-sheet regrowth plays a key role in deter-
mining thew100 kyr length of the glacial cycle. If temperatures and
CO2 have not reached their critical minimum values before the
onset of an eccentricity-enhanced Great Summer, there would be
no dust-ice albedo feedbacks. And so the world would wait
patiently until the next enhanced Great Summer, when hopefully
all the participants in this stand-off between orbital forcing and
climate feedbacks are ready to play their part. The glacial world’s
dust-ice Achilles heel needs to be primed and ready to fire before an
interglacial can be fully successful, otherwise the result is merely a
‘flash in the pan’ e one of the many minor warming events of no
consequence in the paleoclimatic record. In which case, interglacial
warming is eccentricity and polar ice regrowth regulated, Great
Summer forced, and dust-ice albedo amplified. And the
greenhouse-gas attributes of CO2 play little or no part in this
complex feedback system.
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